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DEVELOPMENT
Consider two absolutely summable sequences a = {a,,: n E Z } and b = { b,,: n E Z } of real numbers. Further, assume that the sequences a and b are nowhere zero. Does it follow that the discrete time convolution a * b is nowhere zero? Does it follow that a * b is nonzero on some nonempty subset of Z? From a linear systems viewpoint, does an absolutely summable nowhere zero input to a discrete time linear time-invariant system described via discrete time convolution with a fixed absolutely summable nowhere zero sequence result in an output which is nonzero somewhere? 'The following development, inspired by [I. pp. 354-3561 . addresses these questions.
To begin, we will use the following notation. numbers a = ( a , , : n E Z } and fl = { fl,,: tl E Z ). it follows that 
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2: There exist two nowhere zero absolutely summable sequences of real numbers such that their discrete time convolution is identically equal to zero. 
In conclusion, we hope that the result of this paper will be helpful to those in the engineering community attempting to identify the input to a discrete time linear time-invariant system via some operations on the output, such as in deconvolution problems. Further, this result should be of interest to those concerned with the analysis of cascaded systems in that two discrete time linear timeinvariant systems each characterized by discrete time convolution with a fixed nowhere zero absolutely summable sequence can. when cascaded, result in a no-pass discrete time linear time-invariant system. ,, + q = ,I
